
and writing the fable awaiting for my son silvester to get born and later having

human exploitation and eventual their merge with humans lastly taking over them 

08113: "a fable written in plural form about lobsters in connection with their 

pretty much all the primary colour palette with now two separate dots"

with  the  brush  but  with  the  pencil  making  the  set  up  more  dynamic  and  keeping 

paintings i was doing as a young man thanks to the actual drawing made no longer 

have  some  time  in  the  attic  to  paint  and  really  now  approaching  the  type  of 

07188: "taking advantage of myrthe's colleagues coming to visit baby silvester to 

modern songs while at the supermarket in the netherlands"

birth to little silvester and only occasionally listening to the radio or hearing 

cartoons she watches but also from her and from myrthe at home waiting to give 

03128:  "still   singing   many   songs   to   livia   as   well   as   hearing   them   from   the 

rough days with livia requiring a lot of attention and being in a terrible mood"

experiments to build the textures of my cube here in holland but also having some 

some energy also with some sunny days exploring a few villages and setting up some 

and also meeting up with my russian friend pyotr and his friends and thengaining 

installation in the alps but then feeling happier back in holland with my family 

04128:   "feeling   sad   at   the   beginning   about   the   hunters   rage   to   block   my 

bengalore by bus"

to   know  several  pilgrims   and   a   few   europeans   on  my   way   with  davide   back  to 

10137: "still in tiruvannamalai walking around the holly mountain their getting 

also rounding them up"

brush for a finer paint keeping the same lines of the previous painting but then 

this time using a new brush with pig hairs but indeed having to go back to the old 

getting half a day off with myrthe traveling to hanneke with the kids and painting 

no time to paint with livia no longer taking any naps during the day and at last 

07187: "spending time in the attic only to update my project and having literally 

getting ideas walking around with her"

traveling  back  to  the  netherlands  with  a  big  snow  storm  and  once  there  again 

14144: "ideas got while left alone with livia in the cold mountain room and later 

in doing that feeling rather in pain in the following weeks"

installation in one place to cover them for the winter overloading my right knee 

but   then   traveling   to   italy   and   alone   moving   the   heavy   metal   bars   of   my 

06176: "recording my heart beat doing mostly home improvements in the netherlands 

deeper searches to find headlines about casualties in africa"

lorry in the united kingdom and people in pakistan inside a train also conducting 

calamities and several people being caught in vehicles such as migrants inside a 

12180:  "a  month  with  tragic  news  and  many  deadly  protests  as  well  as  natural 



 

            

            

               

 

 

frequently   often   driving   with   the   excuse   of   searching   for   the   material   to 

getting   back   to   sleep   in   the   stroller   and   walking   never   too   long   but   still 

in holland with silvester always sleeping in the carrier bag and livia also now 

05142: "taking several walks with myrthe and the kids going to many small towns 

and cutting a large welded net"

doing quite some effort setting up my ferrocement experiment for my tebah lifting 

simply enjoying the dutch landscape and the few days of sun and no wind but also 

biking both with livia but also alone with my racing bike not going to fast but 

06177:  "a  month  biking  whenever  possible  with  mostly  a  rainy  autumn  and  now 

africa"

headlines  to  find  casualties  mostly  terror  related  and  in  the  middle  east  and 

lot  of  nonsense  political  news  and  still  conducting  an  in  depth  search  of  the 

12181: "still in the netherlands checking the news regularly but still finding a 

the ancient world"

also erotic components and also getting affected reading herodotus description of 

hunters there and being quite stimulated in my dreams watching several movies with 

livia  still  dreaming  about  my  installation  in  italy  and  the  situation  with  the 

02172:  "a  month  with  several  nights  being  woke  up  by  baby  silvester  and  even 

pushing livia or silvester asleep in their strollers"

heard and at times also recording my thoughts walking with myrthe ahead of me and 

walks  to  the  supermarket  or  the  hardware  store  always  quite  careful  not  to  be 

to take care of basically making it a point to record my thoughts taking small 

09112: "having little time to walk around alone now with baby silvester and livia 

little time in the evening left to finish the fable"

center"

surface transpassing under the blue one and a red dot almost also sucked to the 

carefully balancing and painting the resulting surfaces now with only a black 

reaching such dynamic quickly executing the scribble with the pencil and then 

the dynamic of the painted scribbles i was doing as a young man and mostly 

07189: "feeling quite satisfied with this painting now reaching the moving and 

rainy and windy autumn days turning the dutch landscape most wet and winterish"

16142: "very few days of nice weather and quite some cold setting in with several 

experiment with the textures of my tebah"


